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FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

Maguire, the Shoeist The Easy Way tolLOCAL POLITICAL FIRES KINDLED
Has in stock a large and
entirely new assortment
of Fall and Winter
Footwear for Women, Misses
and Children

The old-time favorite remedy of Sul
phur , and Cream of Tartar has never
been replaced by anything quite sp
good, but we now offer it to you in an
easy-to-take, convenient form. Try

‘Reps.” Hold First Love Feast, Soon Followed by
Gathering of '“Progs.’! “Dems.” Passive.
Republican

Bring You Basiness

PRICE, THREE CENTS

KENNEBUNK, MAINE, FEBRUARY 4, 1914

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

Better Health

An Ad In This Paper Will

Geo. W. Larrabee Co
have secured the agency for the celebrated

Chevrolet Motor Car

gressive, but that the committe had no
authority, no desire to make any deals
With either of the old parties., It was
mentioned that a year ago when the
Republicans were unable to trade with
the Progressives they made a combina
tion with the Democrats, elected Mr.
Pferkihs and divided the rest . of the
offices. Now they wish the Progressives'
to assist in defeating the man whose
elfection they made possible.
It is the hope of the members of the
party that a ticket wilLbe nominated
which will attract the votes of the
which includes a line of. cars from
greater number of citizens.
ivThere will be another meeting next
Monday evoning at the party’s head
quarters. A special committee will re
port on candidates. Every Progressive
is^nvited to be present.
These cars may be seen at the Portland Auto show
The Progressive town committee is
which is held from Feb. 9 to 14; also at the Boston show
made up of
Don Chamberlin, chairman
from
March 7 to 14.
fieorge’E. Cousens, secretary
I. A. Burke
William F. Waterhouse
PROSPECTIVE BUYERS:—
S. L. Jones
You will undoubtedly be much interested in the below letter /from thé Wade
«John A. Stevens
& Dunton, Motor Car Company, Lewiston, Maine. The hill they mention is *
Howard T. Burke
very bad one and is not taken on high except by a few cars.
fe. Frank Titcomb
Frank M. Emery
,
Lewiston, Me., Dec. 23rd, 1913.
AV. S. Marsh
Chevrolet Motor Co., Boston, Mass.,
Paul Russell
Dear Sir if— ®
Elmer M. Roberts
We have certainly been having a good deal of fun with this little Chevrolet
since haying it, but today rather beats therp all; there is more power and real
Fred C. Norton
vim in them than anything we ever saw around here.
George A. Hewitt

Anything to beat Perkins,
Hé’s. been boss two years;
Comprising the Le France shoes in
Anything to beat Perkins, 1
Button and Lace. Patent leather;
Vici Kid and Gun Metal, Cloth and
Give us a word of cheer.
Calf tops, also skating and walking
Anything to beat Perkins,.
boots—extre high—tan and black.
That’s our daily song;
Again—Flexible sole kid shoes for
Anything to beat Perkins,
tender feet and Tan Buc^ button They’re palatable and pleasant. You’ll
He’s been,boss too long.
boots as comfortable as a boQt can favor them when you try them. ' This
be made—a shbe that will be worn splendid combination of blood making To the tuné of’ “Everybody Works
much this winter.
and stimpl ating medicine should be But Father, ” the above beautiful and
One good feature of our service is taken now. In boxes of convenient pathetic lines were reported as the
individual attention given by ex
size—lOcents.
campaign song of fourteen well-known
pert shoe fitters.
Standpatters at a meeting held in the
office of Asa A Richaadson last Tues
day evening.
Chairman Homer T.
273 Main St.
Waterhouse presided. Others present
Opposite Me Arthur Library
were—
Deputy Sheriff Ernest L. Jones
Prescription Druggist
Attorney Asa A. Richardson
Ross Blk “On the corner” Kennebunk Clarence Webber, Esq.
John N. Balch
Walter Tripp
Berte^lle A. Smith
Local Notes
Local Notes
William H.\. Littlefield
Harold H. Bourne
Dr. Sears of Boston spent the week Mrs. Mabel Greenleaf was a Portland Charles
K.1 Littlefield <
end with his parents at the Landing. , visitor, Tuesday.
Roàcoe Littlefield
Mr. Ed Richardson started a, class : in , Joshua Clark
Ansel Whicher of Whicher Mills is
sick with pneumonia. Dr. Lord attends. dancing in U. R. hall last evening.
Willis E. Warren
Walter Smith, who has been sick for Albert Littlefield •
Mrs. Maude Durgin of South Ber
six weeks, has returned to his duties at Clarenqe Webber
wick was in town, Thursday.
DarviIl’s bakery. >
A general discqssion was held over
Fred C. Norton and Edward Gaddis
Cyrus Robinson, who has been a plans for the' Spring campaign. A
are spending a few days at Kennebunk
We have a .hill over to Auburn that is called the Goff ’Hill where all of the
patient at the Hebron hospital for some committee of three—E. L. Jones, B. A,
pond.
pon Chamberlin, George E. Cousens, cars for years and years have been tried out and there have been but very, very f
Smith and Joshua Clark—werè ap
Mrs. W. H. Pitts of Wells was the time is expected; home this week \
few that have ever climbed the hill on high speed, and those were of the high
pointed ‘to sound’ members of the S. L. Jones, W. F. Waterliouàe, Fred
guest of her sister, Mrs. A. H. Somers,
Mr. Louville Jellison of Bridgewater, Progressive town committee félati ve to: C.s Norton and other local Progressives powered cars and never any small ones.
Sunday.
Mass., was the week-end guest of his a combination to beat Perkins.
are planning to attend the mid-winter
Today we have been up with both the touring car and the runabout, probably
Andrew B. Runyan crushed two of daughter, Mrs. Charles Hatch!of Grove The Enterprise was alsp a live topic meeting of the State Committee of the fifteen to twenty times, and have cpme pretty'near convincing the doubting eler
his fingers last Thursday at the Lord St.
for discussion and a searching investi Progressive party of Maine which 'will ment.
twine mill.
• Mrs. E. F. Dwight of New York and gation was suggested that the mem be ,held at The Falmouth Hotel, Port
As to the kbilify of this'little car, the auto ¡cranks here say it is a perfect ‘
The second invitation dance by the whose' summer home is at Parsons bership might know how the Enterprise land, Thursday night. Afternoon and wonder and they did not believe that such a thing could be done until they rode
Velveteens will be held in town hall, Beach, was a Kennebunk visitor this had learned of and published over three evening meetings will be. held, a ban- in the car themselves, and as you will see, by this little clipping which is from
week..
Friday evening. .. „
weeks ago a story o^-the proposed Be-, fliÿR will be . served and there will be our daily paper there has been something doing over there today; only this is •
•
'
Mrs. Agnes Webb, who has been in
Ivy Temple Sewing. Circle met in U. publican - Progfessive amalgamation speeches by Progressives of National putting it in a rather mild form.
After divesting theif think importance.
Kittery the past two weeks caring for R. hall Monday evening. The evening plan.
There
has
been
more
talk
about
this
car
than any car that has evef come
her mother, has returned home.
was enjoyed by all. Refreshments were tanks of all possible causes of the ‘leak’
into town. The writer sold ope of the touring cars this A. M. and we have
served.
and
finding
no
evidence
to
convict
any
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Dutch are re
Democrat
quite a good many prospects we will close up a little later.
ceiving congratulations on the birth of Arundel Grange has been invited to’ of the membership , of Snitching it was
This; hili spoken of you may be familiar with being here so many times,
a son, Harlan Edgar, born Jan. 29.
visit the Wells Grange, Friday evening unanimously voted not to converse While the silent hours are fleeting,
but if, not will say that it is one. of the mighty tough hills here; and the
above
a
whisper
when
a
reporter
hove
of
this
week.
A
large,
number
are
plan

Plans for the fair of the ladies, of St.
'two big water-ways that run across, it makes
And their songs are most entreating,
an extremely difficult job
in sight.
Monica’s church to be held in town hall, ning to attend.
to climb on high speed; but these,do it with two in a car as easily and
Another meeting will be held next None need watch, none need feár;
Feb. 16 and 17, are nearly completed.
Elmer M. Roberts and Miss Ethel
nicely as apy thing you ever . saw.
Tuesday evening and the committee of
Mr. Maurice Costellow' has purchased Roberts leavp tonight for a ten days trip thiee will report on their “soundings ” Thou the standpat softly murmers:
, We haVe certainly had a lot of fun to-day and have got them talking.
Dear Progressive jóin with me,
the house on Fletcher street, which io New York, Philadelphia, Washington
Very truly yours,;
and
Richmond,
Virginia.
they now occupy, pf Mrs. Wm. Young.
There is nothing doing— 1
Wade & Dutton Motor Car Co.,,
progressive
Dr. E. S. Hawkes gave his men’s Abel J. Knight of West Kennebunk
The millennium isn’t here.
By I. E. Holmes.
celebrated
his
80th
birthday
anniversary
Bible class a reception and supper at
Local Democrats- are practicing the
last
Saturday
by
walking
to
the
Post
the Congregational vestry, Friday even
/We want What (we want,
above linea to sing at the opening ’ com
office. He was given a happy surprise
ing.
P. S. Don’t fail to see the Reo car at the Darling
Where we want it;
mittee
meeting to' be held in the near
by
the
postmaster
who
had
for
him
80
Timothy Pike of the Edison Electric
\ The last time we got in in the neck.
Automobile
Go’s, saleroom, Congress St (near Lafayette*)
post
cards
expressing
good
wishes
and
future' JPhe donkey7 was the last to
Light and Illuminating Co. of Boston
We want no more amalgamating,
enter the face last Spring and Wjth the- Special preparation has been made for this exhibit the
was in town Wednesday visiting rela kindly feelings.
The Delta Alpha club was entertained No Sir; Not Yet, NOT YET!
assistance of the Elephant succeeded in
tives.
by Miss Mary Varney, at her home oh
Mr; and1 Mrs. Walter Hutchins and York St., Tuesday evening. /There were
The above was the good-night song pocketing the Bull Mobsd on the ' home week of the Portland Show.
daughter, Helen, spent Sunday at the thirteen members present. A very inter of the local Progressive town commit stretch. ‘ The donkey’s bray, is now
home of Leon W Hutchins at New esting meeting was held after which a tee at its opening meeting in Odd Feb faintly heard in the distance and he
soon will be taken from the stable and
We can also sell the Ford to anyone interested in a
social hour was enjoyed. Refreshments
market, N. H.
were served.
lows block, Monday night. Don Cham groomed for another race. Chairman
An enlarged group picture of the 16
berlin, was chosen chairman and George Cooper says there is no need to get ex cheaper grade of car.
members of the Safeguard Engine Com-; ' The sixth annual banquet of the At E. Cousens as secretory. It was the ercised so early in the year. The
lantic ’Shore Relief society was held in
pany has been framed and hung in the Firemen’s hall, Ogunquit, last Monday unanimous opinion of thèse present game is young, but when the show-doWn
firemen’s room at the Fletchpr.street evening.- A turkey supper was served, that amalgamation with Cither Repub is, called the/Donkey will be at the
followed by ah' entertainment. There
station.
were late-«-cars tto ,| South Berwick, lican or Citizen-Democrat would not scratch ready, willing, anxious for the
Fully. 14,000 persons attended the Kittery, Eliot and Kennebunk.
onlÿ be distasteful io. every real Pro- three-corned race.'
churches in Saco and Biddeford last
Sunday, it being “Go to-Church SunAGENTS
Loca] Notes
day.” It was at least a one hundred
ROSS BLOCK
KENNEBUNK ME.
per cent, increase.
i> The, Webhannét Club will meet with
LITTLE BOY RUN OVER' and tell
your mother that the Annual Remnant,
Mrs. G. W. Goodnow next Monday
Sale at the Downing Store begins on
afternoonat 3 p. m._ The following pro
Thursday^ Feb. 12, at 8 a. m., and
gram will bq given;—Roll Call, Current
closes Saturday, Feb. 14, at 10 p. m. ad.
REXALL
Events; On the Beaton Path in Europe^
WANTED—To buy some furniture,
Miss Clarke; Reading—Selected, Mrs.
pictures,7and range; good repair Magee
Helen Lunge; Home Reading—Admin
Mystic preferred, stato.make and price,
I This full size Steel ¿Crib, istrations of Johnson, Grant; Synopsis
muts be reasonable 'for cash. If in
storage or not in use turn it into bash.
|of Home Reading. .
Address, Enterprise, adv
with Hypophosphites
exactly like illustration,
Miss Blanche E. , only , daughter, of
Rev. M. P. Dickey opeupipd his pulpi't
white enamel finish, sides Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Jones of Grove
at the Congregational church, Sunday
street, and Mr. Arthur Baker, for two
morning, the first time since his illness.
Recommended by us as a pleasant-tasting food-tonic,
let down and is complete yearsb resident of ♦ this village, were
A special feature of the morning serrcombining the tonic properties of the hypophosphites
¡vice was a solo by Miss Lovely, teacher
united in marriage Saturday evening at
with casters.
of music in the public schools.
with the nutritive properties of the finest quality ’
the Baptist parsonage, by the Rev. F.
Fraternity Lodge of 0>dd' Fellows of
of olive oil.
L. Cann. Theywere attended by the
Woodfords have accepted an invitation
parents of the bride. Mr. and Mrs.
to visit Mousam Lodge of- this place
Not like the old-fashioned Hypophosphites which is
February 20, when they will confer the
Baker will reside on Grove street.
made with a syrup. This is guaranteed dr money
third degree on a class of candidates in
Mousam opera house. A1 banquet will
refunded.
follow the degree work. Much interest
I. 0. 0. F
is manifested in this occasion, as
Fraternity Lodge has the reputation of
havihg the best working degree team
Mousam Lodge, I. Q. 0. F. will conin the State.
fer the initiatory degree, bp Thursday
THE REXALL STORE
In criminal cases defendants resort to
evening.
every technicality to avoid conviction.
17,
there
y
On
Tuesday
evening,
Feb.
'They are not condemned fpr doing so.
It is expected; they will. But in cases
. will be a special meeting to work the
involving a great moral principle., it
second degree on a large class of can
does not argue well for the defendant
didates.
when his lawyers tried to avoid the issue
,by pleading defective indictment. It be
On Thursday evening, Feb. 1^,. the
HOUSE FURNISHERS
littles the man. It weakens the cause
degree team of Woodfords will confer
New Lunch
he represents. It would have been. bet-,
1 the third degree. This team is con
tor had the Rev. Mr. Berry’s 'f lawyers
Washingtqíi
Street
301
Hain
Street
Biddeford
Biddeford,
Maine
sidered
the
best
in
the
State
and
a
.met the libel charge fairly and squarely
325 Main St
Biddeford
and if need be made a martyr of him.
GIVE US A CALL
large gathering ie expected.

SULPHUR and CREAM
Of TARTAR L0ZENGER5

$750 to $2,500

V. Gilman Fiske

Biddeford

Maine

Geo. W. Larrabee Co

Iron Crib

Olive Oil Emulsion

We guarantee this crib for a lifetime, and
we think, that it is an extra good
bargain for $2.98

THE BÖWD0IN PHARMACY

AUERBACH’S.

DINAN

The Jeweler and Optician

t
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE

Advertising Gives Confidence

DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL
INTERESTS OF YORK COUNTY.

“Newspaper advertising is your best
salesman. When times are dull, keep
up your advertising, and increase you. Issued every Wednesday by
space in the papers from time to timé. ”
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
This was the advice given the deler
Editor and Publisher
gates attending the last session of the
Printed at The Enterprise Press
National Shoe Retailers’ association’s
Office
convention/'
Kennebunk, Maine.
“Advertising gives your customers
in you and increases your
One Year, in Advance . ..4$1.00 confidence
confidence in yourself. It is a profitable
Three Months, ............................ 25 investment
in every season and to lessen
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
your advertising space in dull times is
Advertising Rates made known on ill advised and often costly,” says the
application.
veteran business man.

Correspondence is desired from any
interested parties, relative to town
and county matters.
Officers Installed
A first-class printing plant in con
nection. Ail work done promptly
Over two hundred members and
and in up-to-date style.
friends witnessed the installation of offi
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 4, 1914

Warden P. E. Thomas, the first ex
pert criminologist ever in charge of
Ohio’s famous old penitentiary, says
that the honor system among convicts
is a success. He classes criminals in
four divisions—the ' feeble minded,
criminal by choice, .criminal by circum
stances and criminal by environment.
He says: “The theory that ‘blood will
tell; like father like son,’ is all wfong.
Men are good for three reasons. Those
of higher mentality do right because it
it is right to do right; a second class do
right through hope of reward; a third
class do right through fear of punish
ment. ”

Rev. George E. Packard of the Chest
nut street Methodist church says that
Portland is a profane city. He is
quoted in his Sunday night sermon as
saying that he had never lived in a city
where there was so much profanity on
the streets, nor where his children when
walking along the streets had been
obliged to hear so much blasphemy and
so much dreadful profanity as they
have in that city; He added that when
a man has to bolster up his statements
with oaths it is time to question the
veracity and force of the statements
that he is making, and that the Quaker
with his plain “yea, yea” and “nay,
nay.” is much more dependable than
the person who has to back up so much
of his talk with oaths and blasphemy.
At the annual meeting of the State
Automobile Association a committee
was appointed to investigate the plan of
working prisoners upon the highways.
This committee will take the matter up
with the various county commisoners of
the State and will ascertain the number
of prisoners available for road work.
One of the most interesting proposi
tions presented at the meeting was that
of inviting' the American Automobile
Assoeiatkm to hold a field day in con
junction \with the Maine Automobile
Association at some point within the
State during the Summer. The Maine
Automobile Association also voted to
assist the Maine State Highway Com
mission in any manner in which the
Commison might suggest in furthering
the success of the proposed big roads
meeting to be held at some point in
in Maine probably in April. It was an
nounced that work on the 1914 road
book was progressing rapidly and that
the publication probably would be ready
for delivery sometime in February.
A Portland paper which has been
howling>|oud and long in its editorial
columns about business calamity in the
hope of discrediting President Wilson,
prints in its news columns the following
from its Sanford correspondent which
tells the actual business conditions in
York county:
“Business is good on the Goodal[
Worsted Company’s side, so good that
some of the departments are working
over time. Springvale is at present
experiencing a great deal of prosperity.
The two big shoe factories of the Sears
and Roebuck are running to a full
capacity and in many departments the
help is working over time.
At the
Springvale Spinning Company business
is rushing, the management is putting
on a night crew. Plans are under way
for a large addition and when completed
a weaving department will be added,
giving employment to many more
hands. The mill under the direction of
William Hill, the new superintendent,
is making great progress and a busy
season is anticipated.”
The matter of Agricultural demon
stration work in York county is one of
the most important measures that has
come up in this county for years. If in
this county many of these demonstra
tion farms can be handled it will not be
many years before several things will
take place. First, farm lands will
increase in value; second, the acres will
not “loaf on the job;” they will produce
more; this more production will help out
on the cost of living. The land producing
more will make more to sell; either the
price will drop or the farm will get rich
quickly. In either case the people in the
villages and cities will benefit, for here
the farmer spends his money.
But to get it something must be done
by everybody. This gospel of better
farming must be preached from one end
of York county to the other. Talk of it
everywhere. For the success of the
farmers in this county means success
for everybody. We must make the people
who have this matter in charge under
stand that York county wants this and
won’t take no for an answer. We hope
every organization in the county, all the
Boards of Trade, the subordinate
granges, and all such, will appoint a
committee to help in this work, that the
several committees will meet together
and at the proper time take concerted
action to present the matter to the
State college, and help York county get
all that is coming our way.—Sanford
News.

N. TAMPA LAND CO.—“Ten men
Will buy 100- acres of land near Tampa,
the healthiest and most prosperous city
in South Florida.
To |the man or
woman who will co-operate with me and
who will manage the land for the pur
chasers, expenses to Florida arranged
for, also $50 a month for overseeing the
development and 20 acres will be given
also absolutely free of cost.” Details
furnished by Thomas J. Sproul, Bidde
ford, Me.
‘ .

cers of Ivy Temple, P. S. last Thursday
evening by District Deputy Gertrude
Wilcox, assisted by Winnifred Davis,
grand senio/; and Violet McCullis,
grand manager, all of Sanford. Three
little girls acted as flower bearers—
Dorothy Savage, Grace Kelley, Frances
Crocker. At the close of the installa
tion a drill was given by the Temple
Degree staff. A baked bean, salad and
pudding supper was served and was
followed by readings by Arthur Hayes,
songs by Maurice Costellow, and a
farce entitled “The .Sewing Circle.”
Local names were used in the sketch.
Mrs. Fred Titcomb/, dressed as an old
maid, sang “The Old Maid Song.”
Dancing followed, Mrs. Lillian Hawley
presiding at the piano. The evening’s
work and entertainment were reported
as the best in the history of the society.

Do you use safety razor? Don’t throw
away your old blades. Bring or mail
them. We sharpen old safety razor
blades of any make to shave better than
new. J. W. Mahoney, Pharmacist, 235
Main street, Biddeford, Me.' Adv.

First Annual a Succès*
The first annual ball by Safeguard
Engine Co. in Mousam Opera House
last Friday evening was one of the pret
tiest and most successful parties ever
held in that hall. The decorations, un
der the charge of Ira H. Wells were
very pleasing. Blue and white stream
ers hung from the proscenium arch and
the balcony. The word “Welcome’,’ in
white letters oil a blue back ground
greeted the 'attend ants as they entered.
Silver emblems in the shape of a Mal
tese cross, having a pen and ink sketch
of a hook and ladder and the words
“Safeguard Hose Co., No. 2,’’decorated
various parts of the hall. Colonial or
chestra of Kennebunk furnished excel
lent music. The committee in charge
have received many congratulations
for the excellent manner in which the
party was conducted.

Local Notes
The P. F. Baker company gave an
excellent concert in town hall last Sat
urday evening for the benefit of the
Senior class, K. H. S.
While playing in his father’s barn last
Saturday Gail Boston struck his head
against a nail which cut a deep gash.
Three stitches were necessary to close
the wound.
John A. Driscoll, aged 75 years and
six months, died at his home, Kenne
bunkport, yesterday. He leaves a wife,
four daughters and three sons. Funeral
services will be held Thursday.
Uncle William Fairfield celebrated
his 81st birthday anniversary last Sun
day. In last week’s Enterprise the
contrary type made it appear that he
was born in 1813 instead of 1833. A
friend has suggested, however, that
the Enterprise had simply anticipated
an item twenty-one years, for every
body hoped this excellent citizen would
live to celebrate his 101st birthday.

HERE IS THE GREATEST OFFER
ONE MAN EVER MADE ANOTHER—
I want farmers with red blood, enthu
siasm and determination in the best
farming section on earth-- East Texas.
I’ll sell you 10, 20, or 4 0 acres for the
first year’s crops, good. or bad, and
loan you $20 on acre at the end of the
season to carry you over to another
crop. No cash payments required. No
ifs, catches or come backs—I’ll do all
Act quick
that and a whole lot more.
for I expect a lot of men to accept my
.offer. Thomas J. Sproul, Biddeford,
Me.
The following paragraphs from the
Biddeford Record will be interesting
reading to local people:
Are Sheriff Irving’s deputies asleep
at. the switch? It looks like it.
There is another burning question,
and it concerns Ed. I. and that $100.
The Biddeford police seem to be able
to find plenty of booze withont going
into the suburbs to chase autos.
The York county shewn s depart
ment is not able to discover that any
booze is being brbught into the city.
Is it possible that none of Sheriff
Irving’s deputies suspected that booze
was being brought into Biddeford
marked to foreigners who do not exist,
street numbers that are not on the map
and houses that have been closed for 20
years until Big Tom Stone made that
seizure at the Boston & Maine?
So far as this end of the county is
concerned the Democrats would have
hard work finding more desirable of
stronger candidates for the sheriff’s
nomination than Capt. Fred S. Doyle or
Biddeford, John P. Coughlin of Saco or
Lamont A. Stevens of Wells. Any of
them would be a vote getter and would
pull from the Republicans,

T.L. Evans & CO
Clearance Sale of
Muslin Curtains.
65c CURTAINS, a pair..45c
75c CURTAINS, a pair... .50c
98c CURTAINS, a pair... .75c
$1.50 NET & SCRIM CUR
TAINS, a pair............. $1.00
SIOVE BOARDS

2 sizes, 30x30 & 28x24 reduced
from $1,00 1075c.
SNOW SHOVELS
Size 1 ix 14 inch, reduced from
250 to 15c.
SNOW SHOES
$3.50 ones reduced to... . .$2.50
$5.00 ones reduced to.. . .44.00
SKIS
$1.20 Skis..................... .. .....89c
$i.5o6-foot Skis............ . 41.00
ICE CREEPERS
Reduced from 15c a pair tö IOG
IANTERNS

Dash board on side lantern
with red rear light, reduced
from $1.00 to 75c.
RUBBER HOT WATER
BOTTLES
(Guaranteed)
49c onesrreduced to.. .
39c
79c ones cedqced to.. .
. 50c
75c
98c ones reduced to...
OLD IVORY
1 lot 60c 73-4 in. Plates. . . .39c
1 lot $ 1.00 Coffee Cups &
Saucers..... ....................... 50c

Clearance Sale of
binnerwear
The following patterns reduced
in price 1-4 to 1-3 to close out to
make room for new goods.
These are all stock patterns
and can te readily matched for
years.
The Autumn Leaf pattern of
Haviland China.
IMPORTED SEMI-PORCELAIN
SEIS

The Melba pattern, yellow
and brown desigfi,
The Empire, blue design.
The St. Malo, green and gold
design.
The Golded Chain, white and
gold design.
The Verona, brown design.
The Pontracina, grey design.
VALENTINES

2 for ic, ic, 2c, 3c, 5c, ioc, 15c,
25|C, 35 c.
Post Cards Ic, 6 for 5c

T.L Evans & Co

MANY SIGN K. BEACH PETITION
For New Sidewalk and Road Construction—Gener
ally Conceded that Appropriation Should Be Made
The petition of the residents of Ken
nebunk Beach for the construction and
maintenance of a sidewalk from the
Wentworth House to the railroad on
the north, and from the Wentworth
House to the Sea View House on the
south, and to improve the highways, is
being generally signed by residents of
Kennebunk.
The taxpayers of this district have
been patient and long-suffering. They
pay about two-fifths of the total assess
ment and have done so for years. In
proportion to the amount paid into the
town treasury and compared with the
benefits received by other sections they
have not been given an equivalent for
their taxes.
This village has been benefited by a
fine sewerage system, West Kennebunk
has excellent sidewalks and lights,
Alewive has the best roads in the town
and has been generously treated in
appropriations.
Kennebunk Beach
residents are not unreasonable in their
petition. It is simply a matter of
justice, fair play. Following is a list
of names added to the petition during
the last week:—
Town Clerk A. W. Meserve
North M. West
Horace B. Furbish
Asa A. Richardson
Charles H. Cole
P. Raino
J. O. Elwell
Harry E. Lunge
W. M. Dresser

If you have a camera make it worth ;
while. Perhaps you cannot make it
worth while so far as actual money is '
concerned. But you can at least learn !
to take pictures that are worth taking, i
More money is wasted each year on !
films that never produce a picture, i
probably, than each photographer in
the amateur class in the land spends |
for films that are productive of really [
good pictures. For every amateur who
is careful to see that light and distance
regulators are set correctly, that the
pose is good and the time of day is
propitious, there are two or three ama
teurs who just blindly “snap” their
cameras at anything and everything
about them.
So, if you have a camera, determine
not to be a wasteful photographer.
Have a little book in which you can
make entries about all the films and
supplies you buy. The result in black
and white of a few wasted supplies
and films is appalling. For instance,
take this record, which might be made
in any photographer’s account books:

For other chemicals..........................
For paper...................... .’.........................
For toning preparation.....................

10
40
.20

Results.—Out of two dozen films two
were really good, three were out of
focus, the camera moved in fdur, five
were thin, two were too thick, and the
rest were passable..
And the rest of the chemicals spoiled
because the photographer was discour

aged.
How to Whiten the Skin.

DEPARTMENT STORE

Biddeford Me

Addie M. Holmes

A Meeting will be held
in club room at Odd
Fellows’ hall next Mon
day evening, Feb. 9,
at 8 o’clock.

Important reports will
be made. Every Pro
gressive is cordially in
Per Committee

Presence of Mind.

Colonel Cody (“Buffalo Bill”) once
told the following story of one of his
comrades of the plains known as Wild
Bill:
“A man who nursed a grudge against
Wild Bill swore to kill him. He stood
concealed in a doorway, stepped out
and confronted Bill as the latter pass
ed and leveled a pistol at his head.
“ ‘I’ve got you now, Wild Bill,’ he
said, ‘and I’m going to kill you, but
I’ll give you one minute to pray!’
“ ‘Well,’ said Bill with an easy
smile, ‘it does look like the jig’s up!’
“Suddenly Bill peered over the man’s
shoulder and waved a deprecatory
hand.
“ ‘Don’t hit him, Andy!’ he said,
“The man wheeled to protect himself from the supposed enemy in his
rear. He gazed into empty space.
There was no Andy nor any one else
behind him, and before he could turn
round again Wild Bill bad killed him.”
The Wild Boar.

The wild boar is a most courageous
animal. The element of luck counts
for a great deal in pig sticking, as in
most other forms of sport, and it often
happens that the foremost sportsman
who by dint of hard riding or thanks
to the fastest horse has come up with
the quarry is deprived of the coveted
honor of “first spear” by a sudden
How to Treat Stair Carpets.
“Jink” or turn of the pig. The boar,
Every now and then, instead of al In spite of his clumsy (appearance, is
lowing the stair carpets to remain in not only possessed of a great turn of
exactly the same position, as- first speed, but is extraordinarily active. He
placed, the tread of the carpel should will turn and twist like a hare, putting
be removed a couple of inches or so every obstacle in the shape of bushes,
either up or down. This has the effect rocks, water, etc., between himself
of keeping the pile of the carpet in a and his pursuers, but all the time mak
uniform condition.. and. besides retain ing for the nearest pitch of jungle and
ing the fresh appearance of the carpet, safety. The pace after a pig is faster
it helps it to last much longer than it than the best of runs with hounds, but
would if left exactly as laid. It costs is sooner over.
nothing to do this, yet saves much.
How to Patch Wall Paper.

»

Canned Music In Scotia.

Early in the last century an old For
farshire lady installed in the bedroom
corridor of her castle an automatic
organ. It was her delight of a morn
ing to wake her guests with its strains.
But it was not the delight of one of
'them, Miss Sophia Johnstone of Hilton,
to be so awakened, and she said so.
“Ye dinna like the music?
Ye
-shouldna say that, Sophy,” said the
SALE BILLS hostess. “Ye’ll no’ win to heaven an’
ye dinna take pleasure in music, It;s
to be all music there, ye know.”
“’Deed,” said the incorrigible one,
“an’ if heaven’s a place wi’ auld wives
playin’ on hand organs at 6 o’clock in
the mornin’ it’s no the place I tak’ it
for, nor yet the place I want to be in.”
—New Witness.

Tear a piece slightly larger than the
portion to be covered to match, but
turn with rough edges and without any
definite shape Then paste over and
the patch will not be noticeable.

RAISING WINTER LAYERS.
Careful Study of Breeds Essential to
Success.

In order to raise winter layers one
must know something about the char
acteristics of the different breeds, the
laying periods of which vary, says a
correspondent of the Country Gentle
man.
Some begin laying in five
months, others in six, seven or eight
months. When the egg laying charac
teristics of a particular breed of fowl
are known it is easy to raise winter

layers.
In the writer’s experience with White
Plymouth Rocks the time between
hatching and the laying of the first egg
has varied from five months and four
days to seven months and thirteen
days. Pullets usually lay a small
number of eggs at first—about fifteen
or twenty—then rest a few days or a
week, after which they begin to lay
again and continue for three or four
months or more without stopping.
By regulating the hatching of chicks
according to these laying characteris
tics and by giving them proper pare
and attention a good supply of fresh
eggs may be had during the winter

A Real Genius.

“What kinder a feller is Pete Doolit
tle?”
“Bright as\ a dollar, patient, an’ a
hard worker.’’
“Why. he can’t hold a job fer more’n
a week, an’ I hear his family ain’t got
enough to live on.”
“Sho; that may be, but what’s that
got to do with it? You see that meer
schaum pipe o’ his’n? Colored it him
self. You see that there hosshair
watch chain he wears? Braided it him
self. Notice the peach stone charm
hangin’ to it? Carved it himself, an'
it took two months to finish. See that
houn’ dawg he’s got? Pete trained
that dawg to do everything a circus
dawg kin do. Ever hear Pete play on
the mouth harp an’ accompany him
self on the gittar? Taught himself.
Ever see his handwritin’? Jest like
copperplate, all shaded an’ flourished,
an’ he kin make a swan without takin’
his pen fr’m the paper. Pete may not
keep a job or feed his fam’ly, but he’s
For two rolls of films..................
J1.00
For a bottle of developer........................... 20 a genius—that’s what he is!”—Cleve
For hypo ..............................................................05 land Plain Dealer.

A simple and very fine lotion foi
whitening and cooling the skin and
preserving its freshness after the use
of creams is. the following: Tincture ot
benzoin, one-half ounce; tincture of va
nilla. two drams; rosewater, triple, one
and one-half pints. Mix the tinctures
245'247-251 Main St
and add the water slowly to prevent
precipitation and curdling. It should
be a perfect milky emulsion.
As a complexion cleanser there is
nothing better than camphor water,
but do not use it oftener than once a
day if the skin is very dry. Add to a
Manicuring, facial massage, pint of camphqyzwater half an ounce
glycerin and a quarter of an ounce
scalp treatment and chiro- of
of borax and mix thoroughly. It is re
fining and softening to the skin and is
p°dy:
,.
Bring us your combings, excellent for dissipating redness that
sometimes afflicts the nose. It should
satisfaction guaranteed.
be applied with absorbent cotton or a
flasonic Building,
Biddeford piece of clean cheesecloth and after
drying on must be washed off with
soft, clear water.

Bull Moosers
Attention!

W. E. Warren
F. W. Nason
Harry F. Fairfield
J. W. Bowdoin
C; F. Hosmer
G. W. Larrabee
J. M. Hurley
J. R. Taylor & Son
Dr. Frank M. Ross
Eugene A. Fairfield
Frank W. Bonser
George E. Cousens
W. T. Webber
Prescott Littlefield
Charles C. Perkins
N. P. Eveleth
Charles Bowdoin
Edwin E; ’ Joy
H. E. Andrews
RalplfcAndrews
R. Clark
M. Roberts
F. H. Barrett
N. C. Harden
H. E. Bourne
Harold H. Bourne P. D. Greenleaf
W. J. McLellan
John F. Curtis
J. L. White
W. R. Barney
W. O. Littlefield
This petition will probably be a
record breaker. The names of thirtysix tax payers who approve were
printed in/last week’s Enterprise. To
day’s list contains" forty-one names—a
total of 77.

Farm
1 Garden

BEST TYPE OF HOUSE FOR WINTER liAY* ERS. /

months. A brief description of the
writer’s method of raising winter lay
ers may be helpful.
Hens are used for incubating the
eggs. Provided a hert wân-ts to set any ‘
time after the middle of February she
is put in a warm and protected placé.
For prospective winter layers it is well
to hatch the chicks as early as March
and April. With hens to brood the
chicks and with a sunny exposure and
protection from cold winds, they need
little morë attention in early than in
later hatching. ,
No wet food is given young chicks un
til they are four to five weeks old. The
mother hen is cooped, but the chicks
are allowed free grass range. They
are fed regularly five times a day until
they are about two months old. after
that for two months or so four times a
day. and from that time on three times
a day until winter is over. The young
chicks are kept free of vermin by
simple methods, the perches and roost
ing places are carefully, watched for
chicken mites, and any indication of
sickness is at once investigatèd.
After the chicks are three months
old they are fed a wet mash in the
morning and a grain mixture consist^
ing of two parts of'whole or cracked
corn and one part each of wheat and
oats for the remaining meals. The
mash is composed of four parts by
measure of bran and one each of mid
dlings, cornmeal and mixed grains. Oc
casionally one measure of meat meal is
added to the mash to furnish animal
protein, thoilgh the meat meal is kept
in hoppers in order that the young
chickens may learn to balance their
own ration. Since chickens possess in
dividual tastes, it is better to let them
balance their ration to suit themselves.
The mash is usually wet down with
the wastes from the table. Oyster shell
and grit are always kept before the
fowls in hoppers.
A dry scratching pen. free from
drafts ànd well lighted, is' provided for
each pen of fowls. This is practically
Indispensable for winter layers in cold
or moderate climates. Grain thrown in
thé litter will keep the fowls busy for
hours. Exercise is very important for
fowls that are kept to produce eggs
during the winter months. Plenty of
fresh water is also essential for laying
hens. Fifty fowls cared for in this
manner during the past four or five
years have given a fairly uniform sup
ply-of winter eggs. As a rule the fifty
fowls have consisted of from sixteen to
twenty pullets. about the same number
of oné-year-old hens and a few twoyear-olds. Careful records show that
the pullets during the winter months
lay about four times as many eggs as
the hens. For profitable winter egg
production it is advisable to have as
many vigorous pullets as possible.
With pullets numbering only about
one-third of the fifty fowls, the pro
duction of the writer’s flock during the
past four winters, regarding the winter
months as December. January and
February, has been as follows:
Winter of 1907-8. 1,032—average per
month, 344: winter of 1908-9, 1,339—
average per month, 446; Winter of
1909-10, 1,258—average per month, 419;
winter of 1910-11. 1,345—average per
month. 448.

KENMËÈÜNK ENTERPRISE, XËNNÉBÜMt MË.
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5000 yds 6 l-2c Ameri
75c Night Gowns, lace
can prints.
Feb Sale 5c also embroidery trimmed.
49c
3000 yds. 7c apron Ging Feb. sale
10c Unbleached Crash,
ham.
Feb. sale 5c
25c table Oil Cloth, blue border. Feb. sale8c
59c Petticoats, colors
white, marble, tile effects
and colors. Feb. sale 18c Kelly green, cerise, also
39c
75c 18 inch diaper cot black Feb. sale
25c Hose for women in
ton. Feb. sale, piece 59c
$1.00 Grepe Kimonas, cotton and lisle, black, also
15c
colors pink, blue, red, colors, Feb. sale
$1.00 Mercerized Petti
lavender, silk ribb,on
trimmed. Feb sale 65c coats, black only.
Feb sale 79c
$1.00 house dresses of
1.00 White Petticoats,
gingham, collar and cuffs
deep
embroidery.
Feb4
trimmed, sizes 34 to 44.
69c, 79c
Feb. sale
59c sale
50 and 59c Negligee
$1.25 Sateen Petticoats
in cerise, Kelly green, Shirts for men, all sizes.
39c
King blue. Feb. sale 85c Feb. sale
50c Sweater Coats for
39c Kimono Aprons light
boys,
gray only.
Feb.
and medium colors. Feb.
sale
19c
sale
29c
50c Flannelette Night
‘ $1.25 Chambray House
Gowns for boys.
Feb.
Dresses in shades of blue, sale
19c
tan, also pink, lavender
15c Striped Ratine, 27
all sizes.
Feb. sale 79c inches wide, black and
10c
12 l-2c Bleached Turkish colors; Feb. sale
Towels, slightly irregular.
1.00 Gingham House
Dresses,
colors gray, blue,
Feb. sale
9c
25c Corset Covers, lace lavender, pink, all sizes.
Feb. sale
69c
trimmed, all sizes. Feb.
1.00 Lingerie Waists,
sale'
19c
slightly soiled, not all
25c Drawers of good sizes. Feb. sale
25c
cotton. Feb. sale
17c
50 and 75c Allover Lace
69c Mercerized Petti in white and cream. Feb.
coats, Kelly, cerise, black. sale
25c
Feb. sale
49c
50c Hose for women of
25c Hose for boys, fleece fine lisle, black and colors.
29c
lined. Feb. sale
17c Feb. sale

Cape

Porpoise

Under the auspices of the CaseyJones Club an entertainment was given
in Pinkham’s hall, Saturday evening,
Jan. 31st, the proceeds to be presented
the Atlantic Hose Company. In spite
of the unpleasant weather “The Old
School at Hick’ry Holler” was given
before a full house, and both teacher
and pupils did justice to the occasion.
The iollowing is the cast of characters:
Joshua Toothaere, teacher
Albert G. Hutchins
Pupils
Lorenzo Juniper
George L. Seavey
Johnny Short
Otis Nunan
Benjamin Long
John Wakefield
Jim Henry Cobb
Harold Cluff
Mug Rudd
Robert Cluff
Corwin Kilgore
James Jennison
Salvation Samson
Earle Hutchins
Jacob Von Hoffen: sin Edward Stone
Andrew Montgomery Luther Emerson
Lorena Juniper
Mrs. George Seavey
Elizabeth Jane Crabtree
Virginia Carpenter
Indiana Crabtree
Mrs. Otis Nunan
Temperance Teaberry
Mrs. Arthur Welch
Deliverance Dodget
Mrs, F. R. Hutchins
Emmazilla Uphill
Mrs. William Hutchins
Mary Ellen Crockett
Mrs. Jaynes Jennison

Andrew Montgomery had so many
H’s that lie had ’ard work to get them
all into his piece.
Mary Ellen Crockett was just too
sweet. Corwjn Kilgore was very bash
ful but will probably do better when he
grows older. Benjamid Long delivered
an oration from Hamlet but it was not
a very long tale (tail) after all.
Salvation Samson is certainly a
great speaker while Johnny Short was
so overcome that he says he will never
speak again.
Lorena Juniper was a very sweet
girl and Was ready to fight for her
brother. By the way, Lorenzo does
know a lot about crows. The dialogue
by Mug Rudd and Indiana Crabtree
was of high order.
Dr. Quackinboss knew just how to
cure snake bites.
'
Setstill Campbell proved to be a
speech maker of rare ability and the
notes taken by the Widder Crockett
were the crowning glory of the event.
These notes were taken by the teacher
while the school was in progress and
should there be a temporary vacancy
in the Cape Porpoise teaching force
at any time it is expected that Mr,
A. G. Hutchins who took this part will
receive a cal-L
The evening’s entertainment was also
a success financially; nearly forty.three
dollars being taken.

Mrs; Duran of Auburn is visiting her
daughter, Mrs" William D. Hutchins.
Mrs. A C. Billings spent a part of last'
week with friends in Biddeford.
Mrs. Alga Hutchins of Everett, Mass..,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. George
Nunan.
Miss Bernice Fletcher of Sanfort
spent the week-end with her aunt, Mrs. .
Louis Nelson.
Mrs. Vira Cluff Chick of Lynn, Mass.,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and' Mrs. D.
F. Clpff.
Mrs. Calvin Bryant returned last week
from a,visit to her parents in Bristol.
The prayer meetings held each even
ing last week with the exception of
Saturday evening, being in charge of
the pastor, Rev. T. P. Baker, were well
attended. The Sunday services; in
cluding an address both morning and
evening were; interesting and helpful.
The services will continue this week.
The Rev. Mr. Cain of Kennebunkport
was in charge Monday evening and the
Rev. Mr. Chambers of Kennebunkport
and Rev. S. E. Leech of Kennebunk
will also assist at least one evening dur
ing the week.
Capt. Merton Hutchins and wife of
Boston were the guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Hutchins, over'
Sunday.
Mrs. Ruth Seavey, one of the aged
residents of this place is very low, with
no hope of recovery.
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Gems In Verse
OLD FAVORIJES.

“PUT YOUR SHOULDER TO THE
WHEEL.”

What tho’ clouds are darkening o’er ub,
They but hide a tranquil sky';
Or should stormdrops fall ground us.
Soon the sunshine bids them dry.
Never doubt and faint and falter,
■ Heart be stout and true as steel!
.<
Fortune smiles on brave endeavor,
j
Put your shoulder to the wheel.
i’
Fortune smiles on brave endeavor,
Put your shoulder to the wheel.

Folded hands will never aid us
To uplift the load of care.
“Up and stirring” be your motto,
Meek to suffer, strong to bear.
'Tis not chance that guides our footstep»
Or our destiny can seal.
With a will, then-, strong and steady,
...Put your1 shoulder; to- the wheel.
With a will, then, Strong and steady,
Put your shoulder to the wheel.
Men of worth have.: conned the lesson,
Men of might hav.e tried its truth;
Aged lips have breathed its/, maxim
In the listn’ng ear of youth.
And be sure throughout life’s /journey,
Many wo,unde.d hearts ’twould heal
If we all as friends and brothers
Put our shoulder to the wheel.'
If we all as friends and brothers
Put our shoulder to the wheel.
—Author Unknown.

THE OLD MILL.
ERE from the brow of the hill I look,
Through a lattice of boughs and
leaves.
Oh, the old gray mill with its gambrel
;
roof
j
•
And the moss on its rotting eaves!
I hear the clatter that jars its walls
And the rushing water’s sounds,
And' I see the black floats rise and fall
As the wheel goes slowly round.

H

there often when I was young,
I RODE
With my grist on the horse before,

And talked with Nelly,' the miller’s girl.
As I waited my turn at the door, ;
And while sn-e tossed her ringlets brown
And flirted and chatted so free,
The wheel' -might stop or the wheel
might go,
; It was all the same to me.

TpiS twenty years since last I stood
J- On the spot where I stand today.
And Nelly' is wed, and the miller is dead,
And the mill and I are gray.
But both, till we fall into ruin and wreck;
To our fortune of toil are bound,
-And. the man-goes and the stream flows,
And the'wheel moves slowly round'. ,
—Thomas Dunn English.

“WHEN THÉ SWALLOWS
HOMEWARD FLY.”
HEN the swallows home
ward fly.
When the roses scatter
ed lie,
When from neither hill
nor dale
Chants the silvery nightingale;
In these words, my bleeding heart
Would to thee its grief impart;
When I thus thy image lose,' i
Can I, ah! can I, e’er know repose?

W

Local Notes
Mr. Guy Carleton spent Sunday with'
Mr/ and Mrs. Edwin Garvin.
The Atlantic Shore railway manage
ment say that the statement appearing
in Portland papers tò the effect that
the Fiske drug store was an official
station of the road is an error; The
management desires this correction
to be made in justice to Mr. Fiske and
thè operators of the official stations.

When the white swan southward
roves
T.o seek [at noon the orange groves; (
When the red tints of the west
Prove the sun is gone to rest.
In these words,- my bleeding heart,
Would (o thee its grief impart;
When I thus thy image lose,
Can I, ah! can I, e’er know repose?

Hush, my heart; ■ why thus com
plain?
Thou must, too, thy woes contain.
Though bn earth no mores we rove,
Loudly ¡breathing vows of love;
Though my heart must find relief,
Yielding to these words belief;
I shall see thy form again,
Though today we part in pain.
—Franz Abt.

Handbl in Dublin.

There was a period of his life in
which Handel, the famous composer,
retired from London in a fit of dis
gust. He went to Dublin, »and it was
there—in the Dublin Musics hail—that
his .great masterpiece, “The (Messiah,”
ALASKA.
was produced. “The performance,”
CE built, ice bound and ice bounded.
writes D; A. Chart, “was for rthe bene
Such cold seas of silence, such room!
.Such snow light, such sea light, con
fit of Mercer’s hospital. In l order to
founded
provide room for a large audience
With thunders that smite like a doom!
ladies were requested/to lay aside their Such
grandeur, such glory, such gloom!
hoops and gentlemen'their swords. By Hear that boom! Hear that deep distant
this means an audience of JOO was i 7 boom
crowded into the space, and^the con Of ah avalanche hurled
Dpwn this unfinished world.!
tort realized £400.”

J

Hoyv tn Reduce Flesh.

As a change fn/lu the sirenuous ex
ercises usually advised for obesity by
expensive specialists why not embody
these gymnastics iu the everyday task.'
thereby adding interest to the tasks
and grace to the body? If your waist
is inclined to thickness you can incline
It to suppleness by always washing
your hands in the bottom of he bath
tub. Do this, if possible: without bend
ing the knee. If faithfully pursued
this little practice will accomplish as
much as ten minutes of bending ex
ercises
Have you a desire to improve your
carriage and add weight to your ap
pearance? Have the hooks in your
wardrobe almost beyond your reach so
that every time you go for your hat or
a garment you Will have to stretch
your arms upward and stand on tip
toe.
Do not sit down to put on your shoes
and stockings. You may have to per
form all softs of queer antics to accom
plish your purpose, but the bending ex
ercise you go> through in doing so is
worth more than those of the gymna
sium, becahse you will wprk harder
with a tangible object in view.
Hairbrushing is a wearisome task,
but if the desire to move with grace
is put. into every stroke and If the
wrist is held firm the action is-certain
to be an excellent hand and Wrist ex
ercise. If you do your own marketing
walk to and from the market briskly,
taking long, even strides and swinging
the limb from the hip without bending
the' knee. All the bending and reach
ing exercises of your household work
may be transformed into benefits if
they only will be considered in that
light and .if the n .nd will -work with
the body ip tabulating'them as bene
ficial exercises instead of physical ex
ertions.

HOUSEHOLD HINT.
How to Maks Convenient Paper Covers
For Leftovers.

The housekeeper uses all sorts of
dishes—cups, tumblers, pitchers and
tins—as receiititcles forz the leftovers
that are inevitable in housework. The''
white of an egg. a little apple sauce,
pieces of butter, half a tumblerful of
cream—countless odds and ends have
to be saved. Frequently they occupy a
large part of the pantry crockery. \
Most of the Improvised receptacles lack
covers, yet it is important to protect
the contents Paper covers will do the
work. They are fight, clean and con
venient and’ once the knack is acquired
are easy to make. Filter paper, such
as chemists use, is the best for the
purpose. It is inexpensive and so soft
and tough that it can be folded several
times without breaking.
Cut out a' square piece twice the sizfe
of the top of the tumbler or dish to be
covered. Clip- off the four corners;
then with your left hand hold the oc
tagonal piece 'in place upon 'the tum
bler. Etoll t!ie projecting edges of the
paper inward and upward and press
them against the outside of the tum
bler or" dish. I
If you have made the cap correctly
you can easily remove it from any
smooth edged receptacle, such as, a
tumpler, and use it again and again.
How to Use Dried Fruit.

Take the required quantity of the
dried fruit, rinse well under running
water, then soak in fresh water for
about fourteen hours. Next prepare a
sirup to ta^te by adding best white
sugar to. boiling wafer. When the
sirup has come to the boil place the
soaked fruit very carefully in the sirup
and allow it to simmer for fifteen min
utes. On no account let the sirup
Miss Olivia-Henrietta Arabella See
Ice seas a!nd ice summits, ice space's
boil when once the fruit is in it, as if
In splendor of white, as God’s throne!
fromthecity
Mrs. John Wakefield
Oblong Houses.
you do it will become pulpy ^and un
Ice
worlds
to
the
pole
and
ice
places
Square and oblong houses i are1 cheap Untracked and unnamed and unknown!
Visitors:
sightly.
Serve cold or, hot. as' required, as
Set Still Campbell
G. Edgar Huff er to build- than odd shaped' structures. Hear that boom! Hear the grinding, the
groan
stewed fruit or in pies and tarts.
Dr. Quackinboss, Frank G. Littlefield The oblong house is cheaper than the.
Of
the.
ice
gods
in
pain!
Hear
theVnoan
To make jam prepare the dried fruit
Widder Crockett
Mrs Albert Moody square. Timbers/ come in certain Of yon ice mountain hurled'
lengths, and the house that is Jong and Down this'unfinished world!
as for stewing. Place the required
The following notes were taken by
narrow takes less timber than» one that
quantity of soaked fruit in a preseri—Joaquin Miller.
the teacher. Mr. Joshua Toothacre, and is square—that is to say, the »material
Jng pan and,add one pound of the best
do but slight justice to the occasion.
cuts to better advantage in tine oblong
White sugar for each pound of soaked
THE BIRD AND THE SONG.
‘ ‘The session in the forenoon was a ho,use than in the square house; .also
fruit. The time is as with the fresh
rpHE bird I list hath never come
marvel: for discipline and good order,' less labor is involved in the making.— A Within the scope of mortal ear.
fruit, but it’ is necessary to add more
My prying step would make him dumb
water.
while the recitations showed careful Pictorial Review.
And the fierir tree, his'shelter,' sear.
Moreover, one pound of dried fruit
preparation on the part of the scholars.
Will make four pounds of jam.
TZ>EHIND the hill, behind the sky,
Wasted Sarcasm.
The afternoon was devoted to singing,
Indignant Wife—I Wonder-what you *-* Behind my inmost thought, he sings.
speaking, etc.
No feet avail to hear it nigh;
Would
have done if •you had lived when
How to Care For Overshoes.
The song itself must lend the Wings.
The essay oin “Education” by Tem
men were first compelled to earn their
When buying overshoes be careful to
perance Teabury was very elevating.
bread by the sweat of tfieir brows: Q1NG on, sweet bird close hid, and raise see that you gbt those that have not
Those, angel stairways in my brain
Jim Henry Cobb in his “Essex on Indolent Husband—I should have
been left over from last season. Even
climb' from these 'low Vaulted days
Hens” told some facts which should started a little- notion store and sold That
the best quality will deteriorate during
To spacious sunshines far from pain.
make some of our poultry, men sit handkerchiefs.—Chicago' Tribune.
the heat of summer and Wear out
ING when thou wilt, enchantment fleet
up and take notice, while Jacob
much faster than the new stock.
I leave thy covert haunt untrbd
The cracks in rubber overshoes. Which
Flattering Epitaphs.
Von Hoffenstein’s paper on “Flies”
And envy Science not her feat
To make a twice told tale of God.
Will soon result in holes, rendering the
Charles. Lamb, when a little boy,
showed a careful study of that domes
—James Russell Dowell,
shoe useless, may be ¿nicely mended
walking in a churchyard with his
tic animal.
with a piece of surgeon’s adhesive
sister
and
reading
the
epitaphs,
said
Elizabeth Jane Crabtree read ah
OMNIPRESENCE.
plaster. Fit a piece of rubber or thick
to her, “Mary, where are all the
original essay oh “George Washington”
O me remains nor place nor time;
felt into the heel and then cover this
haughty people buried?”
My country is in every dime.
and told some facts never before made
with
the plaster. It will be a protec
I can be calm'and free from care
public.
Woman’s Triumph.
tion against wear.
On any shore, since God is there.
While glade we seek or» place we shun
When, rubbers look old apply a coat
Before she is married a Woman’s idea
Emmazilla Uphill, an elocutionist,
The soul finds happiness in none.
ing of patent leather shoe polish and
of triumph is a man; after marriage'
showed talent of a very high order.
Blit with a God to guide our way
they will be like new.
her notion of great Achievement is to
’Tis equal joy to go or stay.
Olivia Henrietta Arabella See, ‘our
get him to go to church.—Atchison
—Mme. Guyon.
city visitor’ was certainly grand.
Globe. ,
How to Remove Match Scratches.
We think that Deliverance Dodgett
THERE IS NO UNBELIEF.
When paints have become scratched,
must have been raised on a farm as she
That is every man’s country where
HOEVER plants a seed beneath the with matches [rnb them first with a
knows so much about a ‘Hoe. ’
he lives best—A’ristophanes.
sod'
slice of lemon and then wash with
And
waits to see it push away the clod,
Indiana Crabtree,- for an infant,
soap and water. This removes all
He trusts in ¡God,
/¿races of' the.inatch scratches.
certainly wrote a great class song.
—Bul wer Lj tton.
Enterprise—one dollar a yr.
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1 Making the Little I
J
Farm Pay |

è------- ------------------------ &

F' | THERE’S a voice that speaks withI
in us,
If we own no craven heart,
JL As we pass along life’s pathway,
Taking dur appointed part.
And it bids us bear bur burden,
Heavy tho’ it.seems to feel,
And with strong and hopeful vigor
Put your shoulder to the wheel.
And with strong and hopeful vigor
Put your shoulder to the wheel.

>t< >i< >t< »X« >I< 4» >1» >t< >I<

By C. C. BOWSFIELD

|

of
all classes
will find it
profitable to havq
concrete buildiugs, troughs,
tanks and walks
on their premises.
Persons starting
in agriculture
should not neglect ‘
the opportunity to
have substantial
and fireproof
structures. It Is
easy to go ahead
on this line from
the b& inning,
though hard to
change after a
start has been made with frame build-.’
ings.
Concrete is, as cheap as lumber for
building purposes and even cheaper if
sand, gravel and labor are largely fur
nished On the place. An ordinary
farm hand will become 'expert in the
use of concrete with a few days’ ex
perience.
Silos, barns and other .buildings
made of this material are much safer
than wood against fire and storm.
The largest pari of concrete is' the
gravel or crushed stone. This should
fie clean—that is, free from loam, clay
or vegetable matter. The best results
are obtained from a mixture of' sizes
graded from the smallest, which is re
tained on a one-fourth inch screen, to
the larger ones that Will pass a one
and one-half inch ring. For heavy
foundation and abutment work larger
sized pebbles and stones might be used,
While for re-enforced concrete work
pebbles larger than those passing a
one inch ring should not be used;
In the selection of sand the 'greatest
care should be used, and critical atten
tion should be given to its quality, for
sand contributes from one-third to onehalf of the Amount of the materials
used in making concrete. .Sand may
be considered as including all grains
and small pebbles that will pass
through a wire screen with1 One-fourth
inch meshes, while gravel in general is
the pebbles and stones retained upon
such a screen. The sand should be
clean, coarse and, if possible, free from
loam, clay and vegetable matter.
In mixing materials fbr concrete use
two and a half times as much sand as
portland cement and twice as much
gravel or stone as sand—that is, one
part cement, two and a half parts of
sand and five parts of gravel or crush
ed stone.. Use just enough water to
get the consistency desired. If the
sand is very fine the cement should
be increased from 10 to 15 per cent.
When the mixture does not have a
uniform color, but looks streaky, it has
not been fully mixed.
If the mixture' does not work well
and the sand and cement do npt fill the
voids in the stone, the percentage of
stone should be 'reduced slightly, but
the concrete should first be properly
mixed. Concrete that is poorly mixed
may present features that are entirely
eliminated by turning it over once or
twice, more.
v
Concrete wet enough to be mushy
and run off a shovel when being han
dled is used for re-enforced work, thin
walls or other thin sections. Concrete
just wet enough to! make it jelly-like
is used for some re-enforced Work and
also for foundations, floors, etc. It, re
quires ramming With a tamper to re
move air bubbles and to fill voids.
This concrete is of a medium consist
ency.
Sometimes bank- or creek gravel,
which will answer the purpose of sand
and gravel combined, can be obtained,
and it is frequently used on the farm
and in. small jobs of concrete Work
just as it comes from the pit or creek.
Occasionally this gravel contains near
ly the right proportions of sand and
gravel, but in the majority of sand
pits and gravel banks, there is a great
variation in the sizes of the grains and
pebbles or gravel and in the quanti
ties of each. This is due to the fact
that all the deposits are formed in
seams or pockets that make it impos
sible to secure anything like uniform
ity. Therefore, to get the best and
cheapest concrete it is advisable to
screen the sand and gravel and to re
mix them in the correct proportions for
the work.

F

armers

Homemade Drill,

To make a drill, something which is
tssential on every farm, take a wheel
about eighteen inches in diameter and
Wide enough to run a belt on and bolt
», y-.-»»
same to the side
_
of your workshop;
11
as sh°wn in sketch.
* Take two 2 by 4’s
I
about eight inches
^¡£j|
long and bore a
five-eighths inch
hole in the center
of each, so that a
half inch gaspipe will work in them
freely. Bolt these' 2 by 4’s to the side
of the building about twelve inches
from the big Wheel. Attach a four
inch pulley to the half inch pipe or
rod so as to run belt from the large
Wheel to this, and fasten an old brace
ratchet to the bottom of the gaspipe to
hold the drill in place. Put a weight
6« a lever at the fop of the drill rod to
force the drill through the iron. -Iowa
Homestead.
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

Safeguard No. 2. Entertains'

This is 120

Don’t Neglect

11
iti

This Wonderful Opportunity
To Secure an
UP-TO-DATE
$10, $15 up
to $20.00

The annual supper of Safeguard Hose
Co., No. 2, was held at the Central fire
station on Monday evening of this week.
The company had as guests Ex-chief,
William H. Littlefield, Chief Engineer
Edgar D.- Bragdon, Assistant Chiefs
Maurice S. Costellow, John A. Water
house and Ralph O. Boston, Capt. Wal
ter H. Hobbs of Mousam Hose Co.. Nof
1, and Capt. James E. Holland of ,T. B.
Reed Ladder Co, Charles Nason, driver
of the supply wagon. George O. Cook,
Ira H. Wells, Joseph Gelant, Elmer E.
Johnson, Winnie Kollock and Fred
Clark were in charge of the supper,
which was an excellent one and enjoyed
by all.
After supper the balance of the even
ing was passed in a social way, the “all
out” being sounded at eleven p. m.
The officers of the company for the
ensuing year are, Capt., J. Frank War
ren; Lieut., Ira H. Wells; Clerk, A. 'B|,
Green; Steward, George O. Cook.

Men and Boys

OVERCOAT
ror
£

JUST STOP AND THINK OF IT—$5.00—BUT THAT’S OURMETHOD
OF GLEANING UP AFTER A SEASON’S SELLING

Come Here Tomorrow Sore-aod Get that Overcoat
fl

iPolakewich

■

if-

izo **1*

B/D DEFORD, ME.

Berwick

Wells Branch

Under the direction of the officials of
York County Children’s Aid Society a
sewing club for children has been
formed in the village. It is the second of
these junior societies formed in the
county and is known as the “Beta.”
The first Society, the “Alpha” is at
Kennebunk Beach. Mrs. Minnie T.
Brooks is president, and the children
will meet at her home for instruction.
This society desires the support of every
family. The results cannot but be help
helpful and far reaching.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Goodwin of Port
land are the guests of Mrs. Goodwin’s
mother, Mrs. S. W. Gowen.

Kennebunkport
The ministers of the village were in
Sanford on Monday attending a meet
ing of the York Central Ministers’
Association, which was held in the Con
gregational church of that town. Rev.
J. M. Chambers read a very suggestive
paper on “Labor Movement and Modern
Christianity,” and Rev;- Thomas P
Baker read one on “The Vitality of the
Christian Religion.”

Mrs. Ellis Gowen who had the mis
fortune to fall and injure, her shoulder
last week, is as comfortable as could be
expected.

S. D. Chick, W. E. Gowen and E. R.
Clark are among those who harvested
their ice last week.
Miss Josephine Pratt teacher in Div.
16 spent the week-end at her, home in
Windham.
The many friends of Mrs. Elmira Lit
tlefield are sorry to hear of her illness
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Frank Parker at Kittery.
Mrs. Archie Fenderson and daughter
Marjorie, spent a part of last week with
her parents Mr. and Mrs C. H. Clark.

Kennebunk Beach
Miss E. P. Wentworth is visiting her
uncle, Warren Knowles of Corinna.

Candlemas day was most delightful,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Surette of Read
but, according to the old saying, since
ing, Mass., have been recent guest at
the ground-hog could behold his shadow
the home df Mr. and Mrs. Paul Amiro.
most clearly, there is in store for us a
Mrs. Gowen Moulton celbrated her
. rough and snowy period before old win
birthday anniversary Feb. 1.
ter passes away.

n

recognized as thriving and ^beneficial.
Nearly a year ago Mrs. Hope Hub
bard Littlefield took up the work of
teacher, in the absence of Mrs. Dwight
As the weeks went by she became
thoroughly interested in her pupils and
as a result wished to devise means
whereby she might be of practical
assistance to them. Finally she sug"
gested starting a sewing school for the
girls. The plan met with hearty
approval by others interested in the
work for children in that district and as
a result a class of six girls was organ
ized and instructions given in element
ary stitching. The class now numbers
15 and it will not be a year in existence
until April.
The first work was the
making of sweeping caps, sewing bags
and small aprons. Now the children
are making aprons for adults which
will be offered for sale at a fair in the
near future.
This Society is known as the “Alpha
Sewing Club, ” and is the first junior
auxiliary of the York County Children’s
Aid Society. The second was recently
organized in Berwick and is known as
“Beta.” The officers of the “Alpha”
are—President, Mrs. Johnston Moultoh,
where the girls ranging in age from 6
to 14, are given instruction; Secretary,
Josephine Greene; Treasurer, Harriet
Somers; Chairman of sewing committee,
Lillian Amiro.

So ready was the response of the
Eunice McCulloch is a patient at the
Leo Driscoll, one of the popular young
girls, and their work so satisfactory,
men of this village, was married last Webber hospital, Biddeford.
that Mrs. Littlefield wished to do some
Wednesday to Miss Euletta M. Allen
Mrs. Hope Hubbard Littlefield, who thing for the'boys from 7 to 14 years,
of Hiram, by Rev. Father Kennelly.
is performing useful services as a field and after careful consideration it was
The high school sessions of last Fri worker for the York County Childrens’ airranged to employ Paul Amiro to teach
day were omitted, Principal Rush hav- Aid Society was in Sanford Monday in them to repair shoes. The lads took to
ing been called to Augusta on important the interest of the society work,
the idea like ducks to water. Fifteen
business.
Miss Annie Babine of this place and lessons will be given and is expected at
Lizzie, the little daughter of Mr. and I Ernest Ricker of Kennebunk were the end of that time each boy will be
One
Mrs. William C. Goodwin of Walker’s united in marriage Wednesday morning able to repair his own shoes.
Point, has been seriously ill for a num by Father Kennelly of St. Martha’s youngster has accomplished good re
sults in a few lessons. So the boys will
ber of days.
church, Kennebuhkport.
feel they are not the recipients of
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Dennett were at
____
...
___
The W. P. M. club met with Mrs.
charity they are permitted to pay five
Cape Porpoise on Monday, having been Arthur Littlefield, Wednesday,. The
cents a lesson. They also pay a penny
called there by the critical condition of club will meet next Wednesday at Mrs.
as dues to the boys’ club.
Mrs. Dennett’s mother, Mrs. Ruth J R. k. Wentworth’s.
This kind of work is what counts.
Seavey.
Mrs. Gowen Moulton visited friends Teach the children to help themselves.
Rev. Thomas Caine preached at the ¡n West Kennebunk, Thursday.
This branch of work by the Yoi*k County
Cape Porpoise church on Monday even
Miss Jennie Jordan of Sanford is a Children’s Aid Society will meet with
ing, where special services are being' guest at Joseph Babine’s.
hearty approval by the citizens and is
conducted under the leadership of the
one that should be assisted to develop
The
Alpha
club
met
at
the
home
of
|
pastor.
i its president, Mrs. Johnson Moulton, by generous contributions.
The annual election of officers / in the , Friday at the usual time.
Refresh
Methodist Sunday school was held last ments were served which consisted of
Sunday and resulted in the re-election sandwiches, cake, cookies, coffee and
West Kennebunk
of the old board as follows: Superin cocoa,
tendent, George N. Stevens; Assistant
Qn Wednesday evening last occurred
Mrs. J. L. Somers was a recent Bid
Superintendent, E. H. A'kins; Secre
the annual election of officers of
deford
visitor.
tary, Mrs. Lilia Perkins; Treasurer,
Earnest Lodge, I. O. G. T., as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Amiro entertained
Miss Alice Clough; Organist, Mrs.
.. ÎC. T., Ethel Wyman; V. T., P. J.
relatives, from Reading, Mass., a few|Noble. SecreUlryi v A Caine; Fin
Martha Chick.
days recently.
| gee., E. L. Caine; Treas., Zena E.
Vigorous complaints are being made
I Jones; L. J. W., ilarcia Patterson; M,
at the existing inconvenient mail ser
Some three or more years ago a Sun- Elmer Wyman. The installation will
vice, especially by the patrons of the day school was started in District Nq. • take place Wednesday evening.
rural delivery.
3, under the directorship of Mrs. E. F. j
ECONOMIZE—Attend the annual
Good progress is being made at Dwight. From the beginning it proved
Remnant Sale at the Downing Store,
Ward’s shipyard on the vessel in course a success, the children showing appre
Kennebunk. Sale begins Thursday,
of construction there.
ciation of the opportunity by regular
Feb. 12 at 8 a., m. and closes Saturday,
The above paragraphs were confused attendance. During the last year and
Feb. 14, at 10 p. m.
in last week’s Enterprise and made to following the lesson on Sunday after
appear as though complaints were made noons the children have listened to
•bout the shipyard instead of the mail brief speeches by well known citizens
and the “Pine Sunday school” is now
Service.

The high school club had a good meet
ing Friday night. The feature of the
evening was the fine practical talk given
by Dr. A. C. Merriman on “Teeth.”
He gave not only a clear and concise
idea of their construction and arrange
ment, but also explained how they be
came diseased, how to clean them, and
the different means of repair. Thé boys
asked many questions at the close of
,the lecture.
The Sunday afternoon talks in the
Pine district school house are arousing
much interest
Last Sunday C. F.
Hosmer read the two Bible stories,
“The First Baby in the World, and His
Brother,” and “The Great Ship that
Saved Eight People.” Next'Sunday
Lawyer Richardson will speak there.
The parents and children of that com
munitv are very appreciative and it is a
pleasure to help them in their worthy
efforts.

Days of Magnetic Prices
Now is the time to save money by taking advantage
of the only really big sale Biddeford will see in the
year 1914.
■

SUITS
AT SPECIAL MAGNET PRICES
2 Last Spring Suits at a
9 Heavy Winter Suits at $9.98
Were $22.50.
Were $16.50 to $19.50.
1 White Serge Suit
$11.98
5 Winter Suits at
Was $29.00.
Were $22.50 and $25.00.
14
Last Spring Suits
$12.98
6 Winter Suits at
Were up to $19.50.
Were $19.50 to $25.00.
6 Last Springy Suits
$16.98
2 Winter Suits at
Were $22.50. /
Were $25.00 and $29.00.
6 Last Spring Suits
$5.98
18 Last Spring Suits at
Were $25.00.
Were $15.00 to $17.50.

$9.98
$11.98
$12.98

New Flannelettes
Were $2.50 for
$1.39
New Fleece-Lined
Were $1.50, for
98c
Wrappers at
69c, 79c, 98c and $1.19

$1.25,
$1.75

SPECIAL

Fur Sale

Raincoats

Bought of reliable houses.
Furs to be sold at less prices than
we are obliged to/pay ourselves.

$5.00 and 6.00 Raincoats
$9.00 and 10.00 Raincoats
$12.50 and 15.00 Raincoats

Muffs and Scarfs of Lynx,
Wolf, Beaver, Raccoon, Fox,
Marten, Japanese, Mink, Opos
sum, Marmot, Pony, Caracul, etc

1 Case 10c and 12 l-2c Dress
Gingham, a yd

0
$3.98
$6.98
$8.98
8c

THE BARGAIN S I ORE

EVERETT M. STAPLES
146 MAIN STREET. BIDDEFORD

Buy It Because
It’s a Better Car
Model T gXIOI
Touring Car
f. o. b. Detroit

111 ........

Get particulars from E. E. WENT
WORTH, Springvale, Maine.

Dish
ties,
Plan
Fern
dowi

$3.91
Î5.ÜI
$7.0(
$8.0(

Í5.01

J/

ggfe

>4.5

$s.b
$ó.D
$7.0
$8.(1
$IO.(

$1.98

6 Cuf

LITTLEFIELD & LITTLEFIELD

Piano Recital

Up to-date Sight-Testing Specialists
Last Friday evening Miss Gladys
168 MAIN ST., Crystal Arcade, BIDDEFORD
Littlefield, assisted by Mrs. Wentworth
of Wells, gave a recital at her home on
Phone 188-J
High street. After the entertainment
ice cream and cake were served. The
Precision in Sight Testing. Immediate Attention to Repairs.
dining room was tastefully decorated.
Accuracy
in Lens Work. Modern Mountings Artificial Eyes.
In the centre of the table was a beauti
ful; bouquet of flowers, the gift of Miss
Nellie Parsons. The program was as
follows:
Piano Solo, “Little Fairy Polka”
Miss Annabdlle Phillips
WIRING OF RESIDENCES a Specialty. We Carry Every
Piano Duet, “La Grace” '
Kind of MAZDA LAMPS and a Large Line of ELECTRICAL
Miss Doris Bailey, and Miss Littlefield
Piano Solo, “In Rank and File” 1
SUPPLIES, GAS and ELECTRIC FIXTURES
Miss Marion Davis
TELEPHONE ------Solo, Selected,
Mrs. Wen two! th
Piano Duet, “First Violet of Spring” •
187 Main St., SACO
161 Mairt St., BIODEFORD
Miss Eleanor Bailey and Miss Littlefield
Piano Solo, “Playing Waters”
Miss Regina Myers
Piano Duet, “Passion Flower Waltz”
Miss Annabelle Phillips, Miss Littlefield
Throughout the leyagth and breadth of
Rev. William F. Berry of Waterville,
Piano Solo, “Morning Prayer”
the
land
there
is
seasonable
weather,
veteran
temperance worker, was found
Miss Doris Bailey
but the Old Man Groundhog came out guilty of the charge of criminally libell-Solo, “Good-night, Sweet Dreams”
Mrs. Wentworth of the hole Monday ano sat for an in ing Associate Justice George F. Haley
stant gazing at the sun.
His . eyes of the Maine Supreme Court by a jury
blinked
for
they
had
not
seen
Old Sol in the Superior Court Thursday. The
WANTED—Near ocean preferred, to
buy some land marsh, pasture or wood since last Novemoer. rhe west wind jury was out four hours. Counsel for
land and the price must be low for cash. chilled him and with a sidelong glance Dr. Berry filed a motion of arrest of
Address, Enterprise.
he saw his shadow. It was still winter. of judgment. A hearing on this will be
It would still be winter for six weeks. held at time to be fixed by counsel. If
That much the Groundhog knew, for he the motion is granted by Judge Connolly,
had seen his shadow. Then it was that Mr. Berry will be discharged. If it is
the Groundhog did just that which was over-ruled he will be sentenced. His
expected of him- he scurried back into counsel then could take an exception
Dealer In
his hole, sank down in his warm nest and the case would go to the law term
and closed his eyes in sleep. Other of the Supreme Court. The motion was
prognosticators of the weather are based on a contention that the indict
doubtful of the Groundhog’s deductions. ment was defective.
I36 Main Street
Monday showed them no signs that
further severe weather would be passed
out to people in this vicinity.

J. R. FREEMAN,

Candlemas Day

for
25c
Post I

Denn

Electrical Contractor

DI

Rev. Dr. Berry Sentenced

JOHN F. DEAN

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

Tel. 246-3
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MAGNET

The grammar school boys’ club meets
Saturday evening at 7.30 o’clock in the
club room. An interesting as well as
instructive program is being arranged.
The room will be open at 7 o’clock for
reading and games. Pennants, banners,
pictures, magazines, papers and games
make the club room look like a differentplace.

BiiieM

Foe

Wrappers

Bath Robes
2.50 Ladies’ Bath Robes
Magnet price.
$3.50 Bath Robes at

$6.98

Were $29.00

$13.98

3 Last Spring Suits

Ha
ei

$6.98.

A well attended and helpful meeting
of the inter-community Sunday school
teacher training class is anticipated
next Monday evening when Mrs. Sarah
Cram entertains the group at her home
on Summer street. The session opens
at 7.30 o’clock and all teachers and pro
spective teachers whether they have
attended any previous meetings or not,
are cordially invited.

The chief topic of conversation among
the older boys of the community these
days is the State boys’ conference
which opens next week, Friday, in Lew
iston-Auburn. It is too bad that more
fellows cannot be accommodated at this
splendidjannual gathering but hundreds
of pleading requests .have to be refused
for want of room. It looks as though
the churches and the federated boys’
clubs here would be represented by at
¡east three boys each and a number of
local men who are interested in boys
will rûn in for at least a part of this
great treat. Credential blanks for reg
ularly registered delegates and lead
ers have to be secured, fillèd out and
mailed by Friday of this wèek.
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